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Hivos is an international organisation that looks for 
new solutions to persistent problems. We want to 
set in motion positive changes that cannot be 
stopped. We do this by relying on people with 
courage and the desire to innovate. 

Hivos works towards an open and green future. An 
open society is characterised by freedom, diversity 
and equal opportunities with room for every 
person and every opinion. Its citizens must be able 
to challenge and check the people who are in 
power, and this requires active citizenship: a society 
can only be open if its citizens demand this.

We would like to make economies green, which 
means making our energy and food supply 
sustainable. Because we only have one planet 
earth. But also because clean energy and green 
economies can lift millions of people out of 
poverty. With new, sustainable markets, productive 
ecosystems and clean energy for everyone.

In this brief annual overview you can read how 
Hivos gave shape to its ideals in 2013, from Nairobi 
to The Hague, and from Bolivia to Jakarta.
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The objective of the Expression & 
Engagement programme is to expand 
the space for free expression and 
freedom of speech and to strengthen 
citizen engagement. Hivos sees these  
as essential ingredients for an open, 
democratic and pluralistic society.

CREATIVE  
FREE PORTS  

In the Book Cafe in Harare, Zimbabwe, young 
artists meet each other. Without the restrictive 
censorship that exists outside the cafe walls they 
experiment with music and theatre. They organise 
book presentations and debates about land rights. 
The Book Cafe is one of the intellectual and 
cultural free ports that Hivos wholeheartedly 
supports. Fostering open-mindedness is essential 
to realise a democratic society. These cultural and 
intellectual free ports, from Kyrgyzstan to Iraq, 
attracted tens of thousands of visitors and reached 
a further 340,000 people through various media.
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INTERNET 
FREEDOM

 

Bloggers and activists are being spied on and 
prosecuted on an increasing scale, particularly in 
countries with authoritarian regimes. Hivos 
protects human rights activists against digital 
dangers and shows them how they can operate 
safely online. An open and free web is crucial for a 
democratic society, according to Hivos. In the 
Arab region, our partners taught over 150 people 
how to effectively influence their governments’ 
internet policy. Asian online journalists who were 
put on trial received specialist legal assistance. We 
trained thousands of activists and organised smart, 
accessible online tools and sources of information 
that were used by 600,000 people.

FIGHT AGAINST 
CORRUPTION

Corruption in South Africa is a huge problem that 
undermines democracy from within. Corruption 
Watch fights hard and successfully against fraud 
and bribery. From construction cartels to the 
private tender of vital drinking water facilities: 
Corruption Watch puts them in the public 
spotlight. Whistleblowers from even the smallest 
villages know that they can turn to Corruption 
Watch to report corrupt leaders. The organisation 
carefully chooses well-documented and 
impressive examples, takes these cases to court or 
supports whistleblowers in their court case. If 
Corruption Watch discovers a corruption ‘hotspot’ 
it is shared with relevant government institutions.
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Sustainable economic development, 
together with civil society building, is 
one of the two pillars upon which Hivos 
bases its work. Through the Green 
Entrepreneurship programme, we 
support socially responsible and 
economically viable entrepreneurship 
by and for rural men and women and 
small and medium enterprises, and 
facilitate methods of production that  
do not destabilise the environment.

BIOGAS PROVIDES 
JOBS AND INCOME 

Biogas is ideal for farming families. Biodigesters 
turn dung from their own animals into gas to cook 
on and light a lamp with. And there is the rest 
product of fertile manure for the land. Hivos and 
SNV have distributed biodigesters to 20,350 
farming families in Indonesia, Cambodia, five 
African countries and Nicaragua. Every family 
contributes financially and helps to build the plant. 
But our ambitions go beyond distributing 
biodigesters; we are developing a true biogas 
market in Africa with our partners. We train 
specialised masons and particularly invite women 
to join in. This is how we create jobs and income 
for green entrepreneurs 
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MOBILE SHARING 
OF MARKET 
KNOWLEDGE

Farmers are always wondering: What price can I 
get for my product on the market? Where are the 
buyers who want to buy my produce or meat? 
Hivos partner KTA came up with a solution: the 
digital platform eMkambo. eMkambo helps 
farmers with up-to-date market knowledge 
allowing them to make the best possible business 
decisions. eMkambo now connects 20 informal 
markets and 100,000 farmers in Zimbabwe half of 
which are women. These users share their 
agricultural knowledge, experience and views. 
And they use their mobile phones and a call 
centre to contact traders: this has resulted in as 
many as 5,000 stable business relations. 

BOLIVIAN   
SNACKS

Brazil nuts supplied by Bolivian nut collectors 
from the Amazon region will be available in Dutch 
supermarkets in the near future. Hivos partner 
FairMatch Support successfully paired these 
indigenous nut suppliers and small farmers with 
the Dutch company Intersnack. Intersnack, which 
also carries the Jack Klijn nut brand, is developing 
a fair trade range for the European market and 
these nuts from Bolivia perfectly suit this range. 
This fair match results in a better income for nut 
collectors. The fair trade premium they earn is 
invested in social, economic or environmental 
projects that benefit the entire community. The 
results are so attractive that two new communities 
decided to start supplying the nuts we will find 
shortly in our Jack Klijn bags.
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Citizen action is crucial for the 
advancement of democracy, citizenship 
and human rights across the world. The 
Hivos Rights and Citizenship 
programme invests in civil society 
initiatives for democratic change, LGBT 
rights, women’s rights and HIV/AIDS. 
The aim is to strengthen the capacity of 
civil society and critical citizens to take 
steady and effective political action that 
leads to a more open, democratic and 
just society.

EQUAL RIGHTS  
AND GOOD 
HEALTHCARE

Sex workers, transgenders, men who have sex with 
men and drug addicts: these are the most important 
HIV/Aids risk groups. But these people also face 
stigmatisation and discrimination in many countries 
of the world. Hivos supports them in overcoming 
both these problems: by defending their rights and 
sexual identity with large-scale programmes in 
Bolivia, Guatemala and South East Asia. Our partners 
handed out millions of condoms, tested hundreds of 
thousands of people for HIV and treated hundreds of 
adults and children with life-saving medication. We 
try to reach these people in all kinds of ways, for 
example through their own organisations, with 
mobile clinics and street coaches who often belong 
to the same risk groups. Hivos works with 
representative organisations for equal rights and 
good healthcare.  
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THE FIGHT 
AGAINST IMPUNITY

Dictators who have committed crimes against 
humanity are hardly ever punished. Guatemala 
seemed to be an exception: former general Efraín 
Ríos Montt was convicted for genocide of the 
indigenous people of his country in 2013. This is 
unique in history and was achieved thanks to the 
determination of Hivos partner CALDH and the 
survivors of the Ixil Maya villages. Even though this 
judgement was overturned by a higher court, 
CALDH continues the fight against impunity. 

Throughout the world, Hivos works with 
organisations that fight against the impunity of 
human rights violators. We believe that the voice 
of survivors must be central to court cases such as 
the one against Ríos Montt. Without this, a true 
return to democracy and justice is not really 
possible.

DEMOCRATISATION 
IN THE ARABIC 
WORLD 

The UN office in Cairo invited Hivos knowledge 
officer Kawa Hassan to address representatives of 
donor agencies. They discussed the role of Western 
donors in the Arab Spring and other democratisation 
movements. Hassan is one of the academics who is 
using his knowledge to address this question. He 
works for the West Asia Knowledge programme that 
Hivos set up with the University of Amsterdam in 
2008. Since then, international NGOs, research 
institutes and individual academics have joined the 
programme. We share our knowledge in dozens of 
publications, online articles and conferences. 
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The Hivos Action for Change 
programme aims to alter government 
policies and the behaviour of citizens 
and businesses in the Netherlands and 
Europe so disadvantaged and 
marginalised groups in developing 
countries will see concrete 
improvements in their living and working 
conditions. To achieve these goals, 
Action for Change is being carried out in 
three multi-year campaigns; Stop Child 
Labour, 100% Sustainable Energy and 
Women@Work.
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STOP CHILD 
LABOUR 

If in a village or region all parties involved, including 
parents and employers, agree that children should 
be in school, then it usually happens. More than 
1,000,000 children are back in the classroom in 
India thanks to the child-labour free zones. The 
international Stop Child Labour campaign 
coordinated by Hivos is the driving force behind the 
success of these child-labour free zones in Asia, 
Africa and Latin America. At two international 
conferences on child labour, the approach was 
supported by the statements of Kampala and 
Managua, signed by many organizations and 
governments. More than 700 primary schools 
participated in the ‘Made by Kids’ school campaign 
in the Netherlands. Children initiated actions 
themselves and asked companies what they do to 
keep child labour out of their production chains. 
And thanks to the demand for child-friendly shoes 
from Hivos and consumers, as many as 18 shoe 
producing companies decided to do more against 
child labour.
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POWER OF THE 
FAIR TRADE 
FLOWER

Fair trade flowers are hardly available and not very 
visible in the Netherlands. Hivos intends to change 
this. If we can buy more fair trade flowers here, then 
the working conditions of women working in the 
East African flower industry will improve. In Power 
of the Fair Trade Flower, Hivos and the Dutch public 
called on traders and retailers to sell more fair trade 
flowers – flowers with a label recognisable to 
consumers. They signed our online petition, visited 
our stands at the Libelle and Happinez (two Dutch 
magazines) festivals or met the high-heeled 
ToughWomen who handed out fair trade flowers in 
shopping centres. Hivos presented all these 
signatures to the Dutch Minister of Trade and 
Development Cooperation Ploumen in an original 
way. The campaign was a success. We received 
plenty of media coverage and the key players in the 
flower trade acknowledged that something has to 
change. The Dutch PLUS and Ahold supermarket 
chains will sell more fair trade flowers. Power of the 
Fair Trade Flower is part of Women@Work, our 
campaign for women’s labour rights in international 
production chains.

100% RENEWABLE 
ENERGY 

The UN wants every citizen in the world to have 
access to energy by 2030. Hivos has made this 
goal even more ambitious: we are working on 
100% renewable energy for everyone on the 
planet! Locally and internationally, we aim to 
convince governments that renewable energy is a 
feasible and affordable alternative for polluting 
fossil fuels. And Hivos shows that it can actually 
be done: on the Indonesian island of Sumba all 
stakeholders, from villagers to the state energy 
company, are working together to achieve 100% 
renewable energy for everyone on the island. The 
ambitious Hivos initiative is rapidly turning into a 
successful example attracting large investors. The 
Indonesian government even took over the 
responsibility for achieving the Sumba goal. 
People in the Netherlands have become actively 
involved in life on Sumba Island thanks to our 
second Sumba Expedition. The selection of 
candidates was again a small hype, partly because 
rock band Bløf, travel organisation Sawadee and 
Salt magazine selected candidates. With its Green 
ICT campaign in the Netherlands, Hivos 
successfully opened the debate against the 
energy guzzling data centres. Hivos has now 
become a fully recognised partner in this debate.
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